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European Day of Integrated Sport CSEN
A STEP FORWARD
I am sincerely proud of introducing to you this publication
that collects the regulations of integrated sport. This booklet is one of the results achieved by the European project
“European Day of Integrated Sport” assigned to our organization by the Erasmus +Sport Programme. Thanks
to a stable financing dedicated to sport, the new European 2014-2020 programme highlights the strategic importance of this sector in achieving remarkable European
objectives for a smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.
As the main Italian Body for Sports Promotion, we want
to provide our contribution in order to favour sports practice for all and to promote
sport as an important element of sociality and social integration. The project European Day reached important numbers participation wise, starting from the number of athletes, disabled and non-disabled ones, that competed in the sports
disciplines following the rules presented in this booklet. We are talking about 320
European athletes and over 5,000 Italian athletes that took part in the event; also
254 sport technicians and 96 Sports Associations were involved. Today I see with
pleasure that many have understood this new groundbreaking role which sport
can play in achieving integration and they accept the challenge of organizing
events of integrated sport, which is a particular field. Sport for all to us means wellbeing, social integration, aggregation and daily commitment in creating a Europe
which is more inclusive and more sensitive to individual needs. In following this
path we are open to maximum collaboration. The EDIS (European Day of Integrated Sport) project involved 16 organizations and 13 European countries and the
objective was to define a reference point as to sports regulations. This publication
shows that the objective has been achieved. It is also the basis for a possible European network aimed at enhancing the potentialities of integrated sport in terms
of motor activity, embrace of diversities, but also in terms of new job opportunities
for judges, trainers, teachers and promoters of integrated sport. To conclude, I
have to thank everybody, men and women, who made possible this event of integration of disabled athletes and non-disabled athletes, besides thanking our local
managers and presidents of CSEN, who have been taking part in the integrated
sport project for three years now. The results achieved by this project, thanks to
EU contribution, are an important achievement for CSEN and we want to share
this success with the entire Italian sporting world. I want to thank our friends Giovanni Malagò, President of the Italian Olympic Committee, and Luca Pancalli, President of the Italian Paralympic Committee. They have played a very important
role in supporting this project.
Francesco Proietti
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CSEN
INTEGRATED SPORT
Integrated sport is a form of educational sport activity addressed to all athletes, both disabled and able-bodied
ones, and it aims at building together a group or a competitive situation that develops and promotes through
sport the culture of integration, solidarity, acceptance and
appreciation of diversity and of individual limitations at all
levels. In this booklet we included the sports regulations
for the practice of integrated sport in some sports disciplines, in particular the ones that were tested during the
Mario Pappagallo
European Day of Integrated Sport on May 23rd 2015.
This guideline of regulations is meant to state that it is National Vice President
possible to involve in sport activity athletes with any kind
Rome CSEN President
of disability together with non-disabled athletes. This is
the big step forward that we made in this project: we sho- Political project manager
wed it is possible to include people with any kind of disabilities in a sports environment in which each single
athlete can contribute to achieving the final goal of the
competition. Our objective was an ambitious one; with
some regulations we fully reached it and the regulations
are feasible and viable, while some other sets of rules
still need to be improved. This is a social project that originated some years ago among the technicians of the
CSEN- National Educational Sport Centre, in some cases
in a theoretical form and in an experimental form in some
other cases. Today this project finds its synthesis in this
publication. In 2015, thanks to the contribution of the Erasmus + Sport Program, it was possible to define with clarity a reflection on these themes and share it with the
Andrea Bruni
managers and the sport technicians of the partner orgaProject Manager
nizations. This reflection, along with other intermediate
steps, led to the draft of the regulations that we are publishing in this booklet, which
is meant to be a reference point for whoever wants to develop the integrated sport
activities in their territory. Our initiative pursues an important and meaningful cultural aim at European level: the full inclusion of disabled individuals in sporting
competitions, but, at the same time, our will was to find a way to allow a confrontation under equal conditions for disabled and non-disabled athletes thanks to the
regulations. In this challenge, our efforts were centred on giving each individual
the possibility to achieve his/her full potential, as well as on letting each athlete
improve himself/herself- not only sport wise, but also as human being- when facing
another person who is meant as an opponent in sport and not as an enemy to defeat.
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Definition of Integrated Football
This discipline was designed
to allow people with and without disabilities to play in the
same team, enabling the active participation of players
with any kind of disability (physical and/or mental) and with
psychic problems.

These regulations adapt:
1) The rules (every player has
a role defined by his/her motor
skills and consequently has a
direct opponent of the same level. Roles are numbered from 1 to 5 and each one
has its own rules);
2) The space (2 side goals in addition to the 2 regular goals which are in the endlines; protected zones for side goals);
3) The material (the regular ball can be substituted with a smaller and/or lighter
ball under particular conditions);
4) The directions (within the team a player might play the role of a tutor who can
help the actions of another player with a disability).
REGULATIONS
RULE No. 1 – PLAYING FIELD
1) Dimensions. The field must be a plain and horizontal rectangle (minimum length
38m/maximum length 42m – minimum width 20/maximum width 25m).
2) Field lines. The rectangle must be clearly delineated with well–visible lines that
are part of the area they are delimiting. The playing field is divided into two halves
by the halfway line. At the middle of the halfway line there is a mark indicating the
centre of the field. Around the centre, a circle is delineated with a 3-meter radius.
3) Penalty Area. Within each penalty area, 6m from the goal line and equally distant from both goal posts, there is the demarcation of the penalty spot.
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4) Corner Arc. A quarter of circle with a radius of 25 cm is drawn from each corner
to the inside of the field.
5) Goals. End-line goals (the distance between the posts is 3m and the distance
between the lower border of the crossbar and the ground is 2m) and side goals
(they are at the middle of the touchlines; the centre of the side goal is where the
halfway line meets the touchline. The side goals are made of two vertical poles,
equally distant from the corner flags; the poles are 3m distant from one another;
the crossbar, whose lower border is 2m high from the ground, joins the upper tips
of the poles. Side goal area. A semi-circle is marked from the centre of the side
goal to the inside of the pitch; its radius is 3m and it defines the “side goal area”).
6) Substitution areas. They are the spaces on the side lines (touch lines) in front
the bench of each team.
7) Surface of the playing court. The ground must be plain, smooth and devoid of
hazards, preferably made of wood or artificial material, in line with the Rules of
the competition.
RULE No. 2 – THE BALL
1) Characteristics. The ball must have a circumference of maximum cm 64 and
minimum cm 62. At the start it must weight maximum gr 440 and minimum gr 400.
Its pressure must be from 0.6 to 0.9 Atm, that is to say from 600 to 900 gr/cm2.
2) Substitution of the ball. During the game, the ball can be substituted only with
the permission of the referee.
RULE No. 3 – NUMBER OF PLAYERS, ROLES AND TASKS
1) Number of players. The game is played by two teams of 8 players in the field;
one of them plays the role of the goal keeper, another one the role of penalty kicker. The game cannot start if a team has less than 7 players. When a team has
neither at least 2 players with role 3 nor a player with role 5, or it has not a female
player with role 4 or 5, the game is won by the opponent team.
2) Roles and tasks. Roles are assigned according to the player’s motor coordination and capabilities: balance, walk, running, use of feet. In line with above-mentioned characteristics of the player as indicated in the classification system for
integrated football, each player is assigned a role from 1 to 5. This number will be
indicated on the player shirt, as the first figure, followed by the number of the player. The total of the sum of all roles of players in the field must be lower or equal
20 (the two goal keepers and the penalty kicker are not included in the sum). All
players (included the second end-line goalkeeper if there is one) must enter the
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field to play an entire period without interruption, except in case of physical problems. The numbers on the shirts must be clearly visible, both front and back.
ROLE 5: player with or without disability. HE/SHE CAN DO ALL FUNDAMENTAL
ACTIONS OF FOOTBALL (he/she can be a tutor too). A player with role 5 can do
all action towards everybody; in each period he/she can shoot at the opponents’
goal three times maximum. The return kick is considered as a single action.
During the game, he/she can mark and take the ball exclusively from an opponent
player with the same role. He/she can be marked and the ball can be taken from
him/her by any player.
ROLE 4: player with or without disability who is capable of the main coordinated
movements (total or partial use of feet, kick, walk, fluent run with regular ball control); he/she executes all fundamental actions of football at medium speed. A player
with role 4 can do all actions toward anybody and is allowed to kick only at the
end line goal.
During the game, to get the ball, he/she can mark and take the ball exclusively
from an opponent with the same role (4) or with a higher role (5); he/she can be
marked exclusively by the same (4) or lower role (3), while his/her action can be
intercepted by any player.
ROLE 3: a disabled player who has the total or partial use of feet, thus can kick
also at the end line goal, can walk, can run also if the control of the ball is not regular. He/she cannot run fluently, instead he/she is slow, clumsy, he/she lacks coordination and/or balance.
Every player with role 3 must play at least one period as side goalkeeper and at
least one period in the pitch as player. The two periods have to be continuous. In
sum, a player with role 3 plays at least 2 periods out of 4.
Role 3 as goalkeeper: he/she is at the side goal on the left of his/her team’s end
line goal. Inside the penalty area he/she can touch the ball by his/her hands.
He/she can intercept a free ball and also save when the ball is kicked at his/her
goal. He/she is not allowed contrasting an opponent who enters the area to give
the ball to the penalty kicker.
Role 3 as player in the pitch: he/she is allowed to do all actions towards anyone:
he/she is also allowed to kick at the side goal but from outside the penalty area.
A goal made in the side goal counts as one goal, a goal made in the end line goal
counts double. During the game, when he/she has the ball, only player with the
same role can mark him/her. The actions of a player with role 3 can only be intercepted by players with the same role.
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ROLE 2: disabled player who has the total or partial use of feet or of hands for
shooting at the side goal; he/she might be a wheelchair user. He/she is positioned
in the right side line of the opponents’ area, close to the side line and next to the
goal, till a mate player brings him/her the ball. The player with role 2 cannot run or
is unable to use running in the game. When he/she receives the ball, he/she must
move out of the area (autonomously or with the help of the mate) and kick the penalty score. A wheelchair user will throw the ball with his/her hands. In this case
the ball must suit his/her characteristics and capabilities. The National Commission
which assigns the role also establishes for each player with role 2 the distance of
the ball from the goal, depending on the player’s strength in kicking/throwing. The
ball used in the football game can also be replaced by the own one of the player
with role 2. This ball might be lighter and/or smaller, as decided by the Commission. When it is not used, the ball of the player with role 2 will be outside the pitch,
next to the goal. Players with role 2 may not be marked; they must look in direction
of the ball and for safety reasons they must be on the side line till the player who
is bringing the ball enters the penalty area. Players with role 2 can only get the
ball inside the penalty area. The pass to the player with role 2 is considered as
done only when the ball is stopped inside the penalty area of the side goal by a
mate player with whatever role. When the player with role 2 is kicking the penalty
kick, he/she must have 2 free meters on his/her sides, not to be impaired or obstructed while kicking/throwing.
When the goalkeeper fists the ball away, this is in play so that the penalty kicker
can re-kick it (provided he/she is back in the area), or another player can get it; if
this one is a forward player, he/she must do a pass before he/she can eventually
give back the ball to the player with role 2. If the penalty kicker kicks the ball out
or the pitch (also if the goal keeper deviates it) it is the goalkeeper who does the
throw in.
ROLE 1: player (disabled or abled-bodied) who plays as end line goalkeeper.
He/she can wear number 1 or 12 on the shirt and shall not go out the penalty area,
since this would actually result in an increased number of players for his/her team.
The goalkeeper shall not do his/her actions against a player with role 3.
3) Players in the pitch. Every team must line up a goalkeeper with role 1, a goal
keeper with role 3, a penalty kicker as well as two players with role 3. Also, the
team must line up at least a female player either with role 4 or 5.
4) Player substitution. It is possible to replace players in the field with reserve
players up to a maximum of 7.
5) Substitution of goalkeeper with role 1. Every reserve player can replace the
goal keeper without informing the referees or waiting for an interruption of the play.
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Every player in the field can replace the goalkeeper.
RULE No. 4 PLAYERS’ CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
a) The equipment or basic obligatory clothing includes: shirt, shorts, socks and footwear.
b) A player’s equipment and clothing shall in no case be dangerous for himself/herself or third party. Players’ shirts must be numbered and each team must wear a
shirt of a different colour. All players of a team must have a different number. The
end line goalkeeper must wear a shirt of a different colour than all other players
and the referee. The goalkeeper is allowed to wear long pants.
Additional direction: the team captain must wear a bracelet of a different colour
than the shirt.
RULE No. 5 THE REFEREE
The authority of the referees
The game is supervised by two officials, the referee and the second referee who
have the authority to enforce the rules of the Integrated Football. The decisions of
the referees on issues/facts regarding the game are unappealable, even when
they concern the validity of a goal or the final result of the game. Referees can
change their own decision only if they realize they have made a mistake or, at their
own discretion, if they accept the suggestions of the assistant referees, provided
the game has not yet restarted or the match has not finished. The decisions of the
referee prevails on those of the second referees if both state a foul but there is a
disagreement between them.
RULE No. 6 THE ASSISTANT REFEREES
Also two assistant referees can be appointed (the third referee and the timekeeper/scorekeeper) and they will perform their duty in accordance with the rules of
the Integrated Football. They will stay outside the pitch, at the halfway line and on
the same side of the areas reserved for substitutions. The timekeeper will be sitting
at his/her desk, while the third referee may operate both standing and being seated. The timekeeper may be a person licensed as referee or, in case this lacks, a
volunteer from the host team, possibly aided by a volunteer of the opponent team.
RULE No. 7 DURATION OF THE GAME
1)Periods of the game. The game is made by four periods of 10’ each. In tournaments, the length of the periods can be shortened in order to conciliate the time
available with the numbers of games to be played. However, there must always
be 4 periods.
2)Break. Players have the right to a break between periods. This must not last
more than 10’ but its length can be changed with the referee’s approval.
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3) Allowance for time lost due to interruptions.
Each period must be extended in order to make up for time lost because of substitutions, assessment of players’ injuries, actions deliberately meant to waste time,
time for kicks of players with role 2 and/or any other cause.
The allowance for lost time is at the discretion of the referee.
4)Penalty kick.
The duration of a period must be extended to allow a penalty kick or side penalty
kick to be taken or retaken.
RULE No. 8 KICK OFF AND RESTART OF THE PLAY
a) At the start, the choice of the field half is made by tossing a coin. The winning
team chooses the goal it will attack during the first period. The other team shoots
the kick-off. The player who shoots the kick- off cannot play the ball before another
player has played or touched it.
b) After a team has scored a goal, the game is restarted, as described above, by
one player of the other team.
c) After the second period, the teams exchange the field halves.
d) When the game restarts after a temporary interruption or for any reason not
specified in the rules, provided the ball has not overcome a side line or a goal line
immediately before the interruption, the referee drops the ball on the spot where
the ball was prior to the interruption. However, if the ball was in the penalty area,
the referee will drop it on the penalty area line, the closest as possible to the ball
position prior to interruption. The ball is considered in play as soon as it touches
the ground, but if it crosses a goal line (end line or side one) without any player
having touched it, the referee must repeat the restart. Players are not allowed to
play the ball before it touches the ground. If they do, the referee has to do the restart again. A goal cannot be scored directly by the kick-off or directly after the
game restart after a goal.
RULE No. 9 BALL IN PLAY AND BALL OUT OF PLAY
1) The ball is out of play when:
• It has wholly crossed the goal line (either end line goal or side line), on the
ground or in air;
• The referee has suspended the game;
2) In all other case the ball is in play from the start to the end of the game, including
in the following cases:
If it bounces on the playing field after it has hit the posts or the crossbar (save in
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case of a kick by a player with role 2) or the pole of a corner flag;
If it bounces on the playing field after it has hit the referee or an assistant referee
who is inside the pitch;
In case of a foul to game rules occurs till the referee intervenes.
RULE No. 10 GOAL
Except in cases foreseen in the game rules, a goal is scored when the ball has
wholly crossed the goal line, passing between the posts and under the crossbar,
provided the ball has not been thrown, brought or hit deliberately by the hand or
arm by a player of the attacking team (the goal keeper in his/her goal is not considered). The team which scores the most goal is the winner. If no goal has been
scored or both teams have scored the same number of goals, the match is tie. If
a match-winner is required, shootouts will follow.
RULE No. 11 FOULS AND MISCONDUCTS
Fouls and misconducts must be punished as follows:
A direct free kick is awarded to the opposing team if a player commits any of the
following ten offences in a manner judged by the referee to be careless, reckless
or using excessive force:
• He/she kicks or attempts to kick an opponent
• He/she trips or attempts to trip an opponent
• He/she jumps at an opponent
• He/she charges an opponent
• He/she strikes or attempts to strike an opponent
• He/she pushes an opponent
• He/she tackles an opponent
• He/she holds an opponent
• He/she spits at an opponent
• He/she deliberately touches the ball by his/her hands or arms (except for goalkeeper in own area)
A penalty kick is awarded when one of these offences is committed by a player inside his/her own penalty area, regardless of the position of the ball and provided
the ball is in play. A penalty kick is also awarded for irregular defence of a player
with upper role towards a player with a lower role. A player with role 3 can choose
whether to shoot the penalty kick at the end line goal or at the side goal; a player
with role 4 shoots at the end line goal.
A penalty kick is also awarded if the sum of roles 3,4 and 5 of players in the field
exceeds 20. An indirect free kick is awarded to the opponent team of the player
who commits one of the following offences:
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1) He/she plays in a dangerous way
2) He/she impedes the progress of an opponent without physical contact
3) He/she prevents the goalkeeper from releasing the ball from his/her hand
4) He/she commits any other offence, not previously mentioned in rule no 10, for
which play is stopped to caution or send off a player.
An indirect free kick is also awarded to the opponent team of a end line goal keeper
who, in his/her own penalty area commits one of the following offences:
a) He/she holds the ball for more than 6’’ before releasing it
b) He/she touches the ball again by his/her hand after having released it and before another player has touched it
Additional directions: the goalkeeper is considered as holding the ball if he/she
has touched it by his/her hands or arms and any part of them. Also, he/she is considered as holding the ball if he/she makes the ball bounce on his/her hand or arm
deliberately. He/she is not considered as holding the ball if the ball accidently (according to the referee’s judgement) bounces on the goal keeper. Any simulation
act made on the playing field in order to deceive the referee must be punished for
unsporting behaviour.
RULE No. 12 INDIRECT FREE KICK
They are considered “indirect” because a goal cannot be scored if the ball is not
previously touched or played by a player other than the one who has kicked the
ball (the only direct kick is the penalty kick). When a player shoots an indirect free
kick, all opponent players must be at least 6 meters away from the ball till the ball
is played.
RULE No. 13 PENALTY KICK
It must be kicked from the penalty spot. During the execution of the penalty kick,
all players but the one who is going to kick (who must be properly identified) and
the goal keeper, must be inside the pitch but outside the penalty area, at least 6
meters away from the penalty spot and behind it. The defending goalkeeper must
be on his/her goal line, between the posts, facing the player who is going to kick.
He/she must not move until the kick is shot. The one who kicks must kick towards
the goal and cannot touch the ball again before another player has touched/played
it. The ball is considered in play as soon as it is kicked ahead. A goal can be scored
directly.
RULE No. 14 “THROW IN”
When the ball crosses the touch lines (either on the ground or in the air) it must
be put again in play by an opponent player of the team that has touched it last.
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The player who does the “throw in” must be on the spot where the ball has gone
out, facing the field, his/her feet must be on the touch line or behind it. The “throw
in” is done by feet and the ball is in play as soon as it has been shot. The player
who has done the “throw in“ cannot touch the ball till another player has touched
or played it. A goal cannot be scored directly.
RULE No. 15 GOAL KICK
When the ball, touched by the attacking team, crosses the goal line (either on the
ground or in the air) without a goal having been scored, it must be placed in anyplace of the penalty area. The ball is kicked by a player of the defending team outside the penalty area. The one who shoots the goal kick cannot touch the ball till
it is touched or played by another player. The goalkeeper cannot receive the goal
kick in order to throw it again. If the ball is not kicked outside the penalty area, the
goal kick must be repeated. The players of the attacking team must be outside
the penalty area till the goal kick is shot and the ball goes outside the penalty area.
A goal cannot be scored directly.
RULE No. 16 CORNER KICK
When the ball, touched by defending team, crosses the goal line (either on the
ground or in the air) without a goal having been scored, a corner kick is awarded
to the attacking team. The ball must be placed on the corner arc closest to where
the ball has gone out of the playing field. It will be kicked from the corner arc. The
flag must not be moved. The defending players must be at least 6 meters away till
the ball is kicked and has moved. The player who has shot the corner kick cannot
touch the ball till another player has touched or played it. A goal cannot be scored
directly.
Attachment A- Penalty kicks (penalty shootouts) for establishing the matchwinner
In official games no extra periods are foreseen in order to break tie. Penalty kicks
are a way to establish a winner when the rules of the competition require there
must be a match-winner when a game finishes with a draw.
1) All players must shoot a penalty kick: players with role 4 or 5 shoot at the end
line goal, players with role 2 or 3 at the side goal respectively.
2) The referee chooses the goals kicks will be shot at.
3) The referee tosses a coin. The winning captain decides whether to kick first or
not.
4) Each team shoots a number of penalty kicks equal to the number of its players.
If a team has a lower number of players, this will be the number of penalty kicks
to shoot.
5) The team that scores the most goals is the winner.
6) In case there is a still a tie, the players will continue to shoot penalty kicks non12
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stop until the tie is broken, starting with role 5, than 4, 3 and 2. The players who
shoot the non-stop penalty kicks must be different from the ones who shot the first
five kicks. This is done by using all players in the field and listed in the official list
given to the referee before the match start.
7) If at the end of the game a team has a lower number of players, the other one
can choose to have a player kick again (even if not all of its players have already
kicked) once the first team has to re-start the round of players.
8) A player who has been sent off cannot shoot penalty kicks.
Any authorized player can exchange its role with the goalkeeper of his/her team
at any moment. Except for the player who is shooting and the two goalkeepers of
the two teams, all players must be inside the central circle. The goalkeeper mate
of the player who is shooting must wait inside the pitch but outside the penalty
area where the kick is shot; he/she must be at the intersection between the goal
line and the line of the penalty area.
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Integrated Team Endurance
(ITE) – Endurance Riding for
Integrated Teams – means to
be a sanctioned equestrian
sport in which the various
competing teams are formed
by able-bodied riders besides some differently-able riders. ITE is inspired by
Endurance riding, a discipline that enhances the abilities of both a horse and a
rider (the binomial), who
have to complete rides on open and varied terrains in a determined time, always
safeguarding the horse welfare. Rides varies in length and type, depending on the
competition categories.
In the organization of ITE competitions, parameters used in national settings for
Pony endurance and Equestrian Rehabilitation (R.E.) will be taken in due consideration.
ITE is one of the most ancient sports and also a sport in which women often do
better than men. According to ITE philosophy, it is important to control the animal
efforts and fatigue, completing the ride in due time without this being too strenuous
for the horse: it is not sensible to require too much from the animal, the most important ability of an endurance rider is that of optimizing the resources of his/her
animal mate: if the final vet check is passed, just the completion of the ride is a
good result, regardless of the placing at the arrival.
An important feature of ITE is the paramount consideration of horse wellbeing.
Both before the start and at the arrival the animal undergoes a thorough veterinary
examination. The vet checks the horse’s heartbeat, intestinal motility, breathing
and all metabolic and mechanic parameters that define the quality of the pace of
a horse. The initial checks are meant to assess the animal soundness for the competition. The horse is then checked also at the arrival: only if the horse physiologic
and health parameters are in the established range, is the horse arrival placement
homologated. For example, the heart rate must not exceed 64 bpm (beats per minute). If a parameter is not within the due range, the horse is pulled from the competition.
Teams
Competitions are held among some teams made up of 3 to 5 riders, one of whom
(at least) has to be differently abled. Riders must be over 10 years of age. When
applying for entering the competition, a form must be filled in with data about the
horse and the rider, as well as a disclaimer clause; the form must be signed by
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the rider (or by his/her parents in case of an underage) and by the instructor.
Horses
Ponies and horses measuring not over 1.55 m at the wither are allowed to ITE.
Categories
Two categories for ITE competitions are foreseen:
1° category: rides of approximately 5-7 Km, to be completed at 6 Km per hour. In
this category trot and gallop gaits are not obligatory in the so called “Tratto a Vista”
(the final part before the finish line).
2° category: rides of approximately 8-12 Km, to be completed at 10 km per hour.
The competition
For all categories riders must be mounted when crossing the starting and finish
lines. During the ride, riders are free to decide the pace/gait, to stop, to walk alongside their horses except for the 2^ category in the final part before the finish line.
This will be at least 50 meters long and properly indicated by a signalling card: it
is the so-called “tratto a vista”. In the “tratto a vista” the binomial must move forward, at trot or gallop till the finish line: walking, stopping, zigzagging and spinning
round are not allowed. If a binomial breaks this rule, a penalty is applied, consisting
in 20’ seconds being added to its completion time at arrival, except for special
cases deemed by the jury.
Games with the horse
Aid activities
1. Games with the horse (dismounted participants) with Horsemanship techniques;
two disabled and two non-disabled athletes will be involved.
2. Games with the horse (mounted participants) with Horsemanship techniques;
two disabled athletes, two non-disabled athletes and two technicians will participate.
3. Activities with mounted participants in the first two phases of integrated horseriding, with saddle, vaulting surcingle and Velcro straps; all athletes, both disabled
and non-disabled ones, will be involved.
4. Trails and game with the horse with participants mounted and dismounted, called “il gioco della pedana e del telone” (=the game of board and tend); the activity
is carried out by binomials composed of a disabled and an able-bodied athlete.
5. Games of the flags, with participants mounted and dismounted, involving all
athletes (able-bodied and disabled); the activity is carried out by binomials com15
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posed of a disabled and a non-disabled athlete.
6. Final activity with objects, balls, sticks, rings, involving all athletes (able-bodied
and disabled); the activity is carried out by binomials composed of a disabled and
a non-disabled athlete.
Ranking order
A ranking order will be made on the basis of the scores of each binomial. The following parameters will be considered:
Time for ride completion: binomials have to complete the ride in the time established by the jury. Each second before or after the determined time will bring a penalty, as established in the regulations.
Horse heartbeat: it testifies that the animal has not been overridden. Heartbeat at
vet check will influence the final score of the binomial, according to parameters
set in the regulations.
To calculate the final ranking order, the best three scores of a team will be considered, at least one of them being that of the disabled rider.
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T.In.Basket stands for Totally
Integrated Basketball, which
is a new sport discipline that
joins wheelchair basketball
and basketball played by
able-bodied athletes.
But it has specific and innovative characteristics. In
T.In.Basket, the game proposal of traditional wheelchair
basket and of basket for ablebodied athletes are integrated to create a new sport
activity which enhances the
specific skills of each participant and in which playing
modalities enhance the contribution of each team member; in T.IN.Basket the success depends on all players.
These adjustments, that enhance the responsibility of every player during the
game, successfully overcome the natural tendency to charitable and helpful attitudes, which sometimes characterize the proposals of physical activities for people
with a disability. The game is conceived in order to allow male, female or mixed
teams with able-bodied players and/or players with a mild disability who are able
to run as well as wheelchair-users.
Game Rules
Integrated playing court:
1. Use the standard size basketball court with two regulation baskets and marked
regulation lines;
2. Mark a parallel line upright each backboard; the new line must be 1.20 meter
off of the end line and as long as the restricted area;
3. Use the standard size volleyball court with marked regulation lines;
4. Unify the four points of the intersection of the marked lines with the side lines
of the restricted area with the four corners of the volleyball court, usually already
marked. Four diagonals will result;
5. Identify the playing section reserved for the running athletes (yellow area) and
the section reserved for athletes in wheelchair (white area).
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Playing Time:
1. Four periods of 8 minutes each;
2. Time is stopped every time the referee whistles;
3. Time is not stopped when baskets are scored, except during the last two minutes;
4. If the score is tie at the end of the playing time of the fourth period, the game is
continued with as many supplementary 3-minute periods as necessary to break
the tie.
Ball:
1. Regulation basket ball is used;
2. Under agreement regarding a specific game, a ball for mini-basketball can be
used;
3. At the beginning of the period the referee must make sure there is the ball.
Referees:
1. Two referees are foreseen, one specialized in basket and one specialized in
wheelchair basket;
2. All fouls are sanctioned by the referee;
Team Composition:
1. Up to 10 players in each team;
2. Five players are displayed on the playing court at one time;
18
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3. At least two wheelchair users and two able-bodied runners or runners with a
mild physical disability who can run;
4. If due to fouls or injuries the number of players decreases, it shall not become
less than 4: if a team has less than 4 players available, the game is awarded to
the opponent team;
5. Substitutions are allowed according to roles specified in the next paragraph and
they can be done only when the play is stopped (=on a dead ball).
Roles
Players in wheelchair:
1. They can be male and/or female athletes that play the central role;
2. They play in the court area which is identified with white in the picture;
3. Under no circumstances shall they invade the area reserved to runner players;
4. They must use a sport wheelchair; this can have all the devices allowed by the
rules for wheelchair basket;
5. The wheelchair can be manually propelled and also electric-powered for disabled players who cannot autonomously move it with the required strength;
6. As to fouls and/or technical violations, rules of wheelchair basket apply.
Runner players:
1. They can be male and/or female athletes whose role is that of swingman (or
wing);
2. They play in the court sector coloured in yellow in the picture;
3. Under no circumstances shall they invade the sector reserved to players in wheelchair;
4. As to fouls and/or technical violations, rules of basket apply.
Scoring:
1. Rules of basket apply: a goal realized from a free throw counts 1 point, a goal
scored by shooting within the line of m 6.25 counts 2 points, a goal scored by
shooting behind the lines of m 6.25 counts 3 points.
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2. Each team, made of athletes of two categories, able-bodied and disabled athletes respectively, can score two goals in a row for each category; this rule does not
apply for free throws depending of faults.
Rules for Fair Play:
1. Athletic and technical skills of runner players and players in wheelchair shall
be homogeneous and balanced;
2. Rough or dangerous play shall not be allowed;
3. Players in wheelchair and runner players are not allowed to invade the sector
of the other category to get or to gain control of the ball;
4. Overcoming the limitation line of one's sector by a single wheel or foot is considered invading the other sector;
5. If a player’s momentum makes him/her invade the other sector, no violation is
given provided this action in no way influences the play.
6. In order to achieve total participation and involvement, all athletes of a team
shall be on court for at least one period;
7. A runner player is not allowed to mark man-to-man or to stop/trap a player in
wheelchair;
8. A player in wheelchair is not allowed to stop a runner player;
Start and resumption of the play:
1. Each period starts with a tap-off at the court centre by wheelchair players.
General Provisions:
1. Directly passing the ball from one side of the yellow sector to the other, so
that the ball flies over the athletes in the central white sector, is not allowed;
2. The play action shall not terminate with a basket unless the ball has been touched by at least a player of each role;
3.Teams guard in their court half (backcourt) only, pressing in the forward area
(frontcourt) is not allowed;
4. After the ball goes out of bounds, the throw-in is taken by a runner player;
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5. Times of staying in the restricted area, for termination of a play action and for
passing over the court central line in forward play shall be agreed upon before
the game start and reported on the score sheet;
6. Due to particular and/or unpredictable conditions and needs, teams can
agree further derogations and integrations to this set of rules before the start of
the game; these derogations and integrations must have the referees' approval
and be reported on the score sheet;
7. In case of lack of an electric wheelchair, teams may agree that a runner Tutor
is allowed in the playing court with the sole task of pushing the manual wheelchair of an athlete who lacks sufficient strength to do it by himself/herself; the
tutor is not allowed to touch the ball;
8. For all issues not specifically addressed in this set of rules, regulations of basket apply to runner players and regulations of wheelchair basket apply to players in wheelchair;
9. This set of rules can be derogated in all its provisions, in order to meet the
specific needs of participating players, provided previous agreement between
parties involved;
10. All agreements in derogation shall be reported in the score sheet and undersigned by coaches and referees on the court.
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This sports discipline was performed in Monza and Pescara where different sets of
rules were experimented. We
are presenting the two regulations with all the details.
REGULATION
MONZA

USED

IN

Art. No. 1 – Competition
Area
1. The competition area must
be flat and devoid of hazard.
2. The competition area will be a matted square (10x10m – including the border
and the safety area) made of blue and red rubber mat modules (2 cm–thick)
3. The Referee must ensure that mat modules do not move apart during the competition, since gaps may cause injuries and constitute a hazard. They must be of
approved WKF design.
4. The 1-meter border should be in a different colour from the rest of the matted
area.
5. There must be no advertisement hoardings, walls, pillars etc. within one meter
of the safety area's outer perimeter.
6. The 4 judges sit each at a corner of the mat in the safety area. Each judge is
equipped with a scoreboard with points from 5.0 to 9.0
7. The score-supervisor sits at the official score table, next to the scorekeeper.
8. Coaches must stand outside the competition area and the safety area. The
coach can accompany the athlete till the salute. The coach can enter the competition area only if authorized by the Supervisor and only for time necessary to the
start of the competition.
Art. No. 2 – Official Dress
1. Derogating the Fijlkam Regulation, the Match Supervisor may authorise the display of special labels or trademarks of approved sponsors. He/she may also authorise a different dress if it limits the athlete’s participation.
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2. Contestants must keep their hair clean and cut to a length that does not obstruct
smooth bout conduct. The use of walkers, crutches, wheelchairs and any other
supports for athletes with disabilities is permitted.
Art. No. 3 – Organisation of Competitions
1. The competition for athletes with disabilities is an individual Kata competition
which has age and disability categories.
2. Athletes will be divided into age (as established by the Fijkam Regulation) and
disability divisions.
3. The judges make their assessment according to the scheme of table A.

4. The score is given by the 5 Judges at the bitonal signal by the central Judge. In
summing up the scores to calculate the total score, the highest score or one the
highest ones as well as the lowest score or one the lowest ones are not considered.
5. In case of a tie, the highest score is considered (among the scores left); in case
there is still a tie, the higher scores among the lowest ones is considered; finally,
if athletes are still tie, the tie is broken by drawing lots.
6. The competition is organized in different bouts, awarded according to scores
till they result in two finalists, as shown in Table B
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7. During the final the Athlete with a higher score will wear a blue belt, while the
other athlete will wear a red belt.
8. Contestants may perform official Kata (style Kata) as listed in art no.5 of WKF
Kata rules and in art.3, paragraph 3bis of Fijlkam Kata rules, a composition of official Kata or a free form Kata.
9. Athlete can also perform the same Kata at every match.
10. In free form kata the gestures are free and varied; gestures must be multi-faceted and dynamic also taking into account the specific characteristics of the
athlete with disability. In designing and executing the Kata demonstration, instructors and athletes are free to express their full creativity.
Art. No. 4 – Decisional Criteria
1. Evaluation: in evaluating the performances of a disabled athlete the judges must
follow 3 main criteria (Tab. C)

2. Conformances and skills that the athlete cannot show due to his/her disability
are not to be taken in consideration in the assessment (example: stances for wheelchair users or glance/eye movement for blind or visually impaired athletes)
3. The Fijlkam and WFK regulations for Kata competition apply for issues not dealt
with in this set of rules. Possible changes to the rules may be made by the Match
Supervisor depending on the characteristics of athletes enrolled.
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REGULATION USED IN
PESCARA
Description of the sports activity
Individual competition
The individual competition of
Integrated Karate has a specific rank, the scores will be
added to the scores of the Kata
of each team in order to establish the final ranking order.
This method is used in order to
favour team spirit. Each athlete
has to give the best of himself/herself, because the success of the individual is a step towards the success
of the entire team. This also increases the synergy and harmony between team
members. Athletes are allowed to perform exclusively as individuals only if there
is no possibility to form a team.
Team Kata
Each team is required to compete with a Kata trial and the execution of its technical
application, Bunkai. As indicated in the table, teams are made of disabled and
non-disabled athletes executing the chosen Kata at the same time.
Teams will then compete but respecting the subdivision of the broad categories.
The Bunkai execution must demonstrate the athlete’s mastery of at least three
Kata sequences, till the execution of a complete Bunkai; therefore it might be sufficient to execute at least three applications belonging to the Kata. The master can
compete with his/her trainees; exceptionally, an able-bodied athlete can belong to
more than one team.
Criteria for team Kata assessment are the same as for individual Kata with synchronization and Bunkai in addition.
Final Ranking
The final classification is obtained by summing the scores of the two individual
trials of each team member and the team trial score.
Example:
A’s individual score + B’s individual score + team trial score = Final Score
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Age and belt categories
Age categories
Same-age disabled and non-disabled athletes will compete in the same category
but will be awarded separately; therefore, two ex-aequo first winners, two ex-aequo
second winners and two ex-aequo third winners will be on the podium.
Team Kata
In this section, age categories are unified and therefore subdivided into 5 bands.
The category is defined by the age of the oldest athlete and by the belt of the
athlete with the highest one. In both cases, if there is a master who leads the team
and he/she is also part of it together with one athlete of a lower category, his/her
age and level will not be considered in the category assignment. Example for the
age: master aged 35 and athlete aged 15 will belong to Cadets because of 15
years of age of the athlete. Example for belts: Master with black belt and athlete
with green belt will compete in Green/Blue category because of the green belt of
the athlete.
Category based on grades (belts)
Team Kata foresees three category based on athletes’ grades:
Category no. 1 WHITE-YELLOW-ORANGE
Category no. 2 GREEN – BLUE
Category no. 3 BROWN – BLACK
Classification of disabilities
Physical disabled
PD – Athletes on wheelchairs and with generic physical disability
Sensory disabled
SD - partially-sighted – blind – hearing impaired – deaf
Intellectual-relational disabled
IRD –Down Syndrome -- brain-injured -- A.D.H.D.
Regulation adapted to the sports Kumite
Kumite is a particular specialty for people with disabilities since the severity of the
pathologies often makes it impossible to practice this sport or limits the practice
of it by regulation that safeguards the psycho–physical health of the athletes.
Therefore it is essential to specify the possibility of participating in the 3 areas, depending on the pathologies of the athletes involved.
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The case is different with intellectual and relational disabilities, where the possibility
to practice Kumite does not depend on a physical impairment. In case of IRD, the
decision about allowing or not a specific athlete to perform Kumite must be based
on an en-depth knowledge of him/her.
Physical disability
In the following category, the practice of Kumite is not only possible, but is some
cases can also be stimulating, funny and spectacular, as we could prove. However,
Kumite is reserved to people with low paraplegia, with limited mobility, able to walk,
amputee.
In this case it is essential to assign a functioning classification to athletes by means
of specific tests which indicate the mobility of the thorax on axes and planes of
human body. This is important in order to make just competition category in consideration of the residual physical possibilities of the disabled athletes involved.
In case of a tie the couple that has received less penalties is awarded. In case
there is still a tie, a Hantei is made by judges who will prize the couple that distinguished in the bouts as to technique, tactics, zanshin…
a) Scoring system for wheelchair users
Bearing in mind the nature of the encounter, which is held only for the upper part
of the body and bearing in mind the use of upper limbs, the scores for valid actions
are as follows:
YUKO (1 point):
For single technique of the arms (Gyaku Tsuki e anche Kizami Tsuki) at chudan
(abdomen) level or Uraken Uchi, Kizami Tsuki and Gyaku Tsuki at jodan (head)
level.
WAZARI (2 points):
Wazari is assigned for accomplished double and combined technique (example:
Uraken Uchi + Gyaku tsuki)
IPPON (3 pointsi)
For accomplished hits or technical combinations:
- haito only in the chudan (abdomen) area of the body
- parry/and counterattack also in one single technique

b) Penalties
Penalties are assigned as in WKF rules, with the following changes for wheelchair
users:
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- when a wheel invades the red area of Jogai.
- when an athlete puts too much impetus with his/her wheelchair towards the other
athlete so as to cause a collision:
penalty when the wheelchair of the opponent is pushed
penalty when the body of the opponent is pushed
penalty when the opponent falls down because of the push/collision
Intellectual/relational disabled
This Kumite is meant for demonstration. Teams of the same society will performe
Kumite in a couple in order to win over the performance of another couple. Therefore during the competition no direct confrontation among people with Intellectual/relational disability is held. Instead, the athlete with IRD performs in a couple
with his/her technician or able-bodied friend. The victory is awarded depending
on the harmony the couple shows in the execution, the technique and the other
parameters described in the following. This specialty is allowed only to IR disabled
athletes who have performed it in their gym for at least three years, provided their
technician has tested that the Kumite learned by a specific athlete can in no way
be harmful to him/her or to third party.
Competition area
The competition area will be tatami or equivalent surface, with sides of 10 meters,
blue in the inside with a red outer border, which is the Jogai area. A penalty is assigned if an athlete invades it. It is the only penalty, besides in case of incorrect
behaviour towards referees and judges.
Weight categories
Weight is not considered.
Protections
The use of protections is not considered, in order to underline that the attitude in
the attack must be devoid of aggressiveness and the attack contactless. Not using
protections does not offer possible technical or psychological motivations that may
foster full contact or skin touch Instead, this specialty is about Kumite executed at
a distance.
Refereeing
For technical parameters and scoring, please refer to FIJLKAM rules for “Esordienti A” able-bodied athletes.
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Allowed techniques
Please refer to WKF rules
Scores
This is a direct competition, thus referees will award the victory directly by flag system. In order to have the maximum number of matches, the losing team will take
part in repechage matches to establish the final placement (third and fifth placement, sixth, seventh, eighth and so forth, depending on the number of participants).
Duration
The Kumite demonstration lasts 1 minute and 20 seconds, regardless of categories; this is for safeguarding participants’ health, since coronary-hearth diseases
are often associated to disabilities. The duration might be reduced to 30’’ if there
are athletes with more severe cardiorespiratory diseases.
Sensory disabled
This category only includes deaf-mute athletes who, as it is often the case, compete with abled-bodied athletes matched for age, category and weight; if they perform Kumite, the competition can be held following the rules of the Fijlkam-CSEN
agreement.
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The Trio Agility Dog was
born in January 2015.
It is a totally new canine
sport, inspired by Agility Dog,
but with some really important changes that make it a
true sport with dogs. It involves three subjects and is not
about the TIME to finish a
“lap of the race”, but about
the accuracy of the exercise
execution and the empathy
between the dog and its handlers. Noteworthy, Trio Agility Dog involves handlers, not just a single handler, because three subjects are required in this sport, two people and a dog: namely a
differently-abled person, an able-bodied one and a dog.
Regulations:
Minimum and maximum field dimensions:
• The minimum size of the field is 30x40 meters;
• The maximum size is 40x50 meters.
Equipment needed and allowed for the Trio Agility Dog:
• Equipment includes: slalom poles (or wave poles), A-frame, teeter-totter (or seesaw) long jump (or broad jump), open tunnel, closed tunnel, table (or pause table),
dog-walk, hurdles, wall. No type of wheel is included in the Trio Agility.
• Equipment types and dimensions: types and dimensions of the equipment have
to be the same as established by F.C.I (Fédération Cynologique Internationale).
Judges:
Trio Agility Dog requires two judges on the field at the same time. Each judge rates
one trinomial at the time. When one trinomial finishes the performance, the next
trinomial is allowed by the judge to enter the field, till all trinomials have performed.
One trinomial can “surpass” another trinomial under the judge’s direction and authorization. The judge allows the trinomial to pass to the next exercise; the judge
shall let the “surpassing” trinomial pass to the next exercise without it disturbing
nor hindering the performance of the trinomial which is being “taken over”.
Competition categories of handlers based on the trinomial skills:
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There are two classes for handlers: BASIC and ADVANCED.
BASIC CATEGORY
For Trio Agility Dog basic category, the use of the following equipment is foreseen:
A-frame, long jump, open tunnel, table, dog walk, hurdles, wall. The number of
exercises to complete is 12 with a minimum of 6 obstacles.
ADVANCED CATEGORY
For Trio Agility Dog advanced category, the use of the following equipment is foreseen: slalom poles, A-frame, teeter-totter, long jump, open tunnel, closed tunnel,
table, dog walk, hurdles, wall. The number of exercises to complete is 16 with a
minimum of ten obstacles.
Competition categories based on the dog’s size:
• Little Dogs category for dogs measuring up to 35 cm at the withers
• Medium and Large Dogs category for dogs measuring over 35 cm at the withers.
Rules and Penalties:
During the course execution, whenever the dog makes a mistake while doing the
exercise, penalties will be applied as described in the following table.

• Exercises must be done in the established order as in Agility Dog. Exercises therefore will have a number at the right or left base (the number shall not hinder the
exercise execution).
• The course is assembled by the judges; there shall be a 5 meter distance bet31
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ween an exercise and the next.
• The Trio Agility Dog course always starts with the hurdle exercise and finishes
with the table exercise.
Penalties are the same as in FCI rules for Agility Dog (refusals and mistakes).
The judge will signal the penalty to the competition secretary by waving his/her
arm with hand open (both for refusals and mistakes). However, the judge must
have a form in which he/she writes down all penalties of a trinomial.
• Also handling penalties are foreseen- see exercise execution.
• Trio Agility Dog does not foresee elimination, all trinomial must complete the
course, unless trinomial members express their clear will to withdraw.
• In case of withdrawal, the trinomial in not ranked.
In case of tie among trinomials, the following criteria will be used in order to establish the final ranking order:
1) Judgement of Empathy- Handling
2) In case there is still a tie, the lower number of refusals will be considered
3) In case there is still a tie, the lower number of mistakes will be considered
4) In case there is still a tie, ex-aequo will be assigned for 1st, 2nd and 3rd position.
Exercise execution
Exercise must be performed as explained and illustrated in the following:
• Position at the start of an exercise: Handler A and handler B must be close to
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one another, as shown in the picture. Distance between them shall be around
50cm and can be increased if one uses a mechanical walking frame (of any type).
Handler A and Handler B can exchange their position with one another as they
prefer.
• Dog’s position at the start of an exercise: Once the judge signals that the trinomial
is allowed to start the exercise, the performance will proceed as illustrated: the A
handler gives the dog the command in order for it to start the exercise Once the
dog has executed the exercise, the B handler gives the stop command and reaches the dog.
Once this step has been performed, A handler reaches B handler going back to
position.
This sequence will be followed again and again until the end of the course, alternating roles between A and B: in the second exercise it is B handler who gives the
dog the start command
while A handler gives the dog the stop command.
If the handler does not give the dog the stop command, a penalty point for handling
will be assigned; to start performing the exercise, the dog must be given the start
signal by the handler whose turn is (A or B); if the dog begins performing the exercise without the start signal (whatever A or B turn is), a penalty for handling will
be assigned.
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1) Categories:
a) Wheelchair dancing (WCD)
b) Intellectual and Relational
Disabilities (IRDs)
c) Sight and Hearing Impaired
(SHI).
2) Sanitary documents
a) Disabled athletes must
have a certificate of disability.
b) In order to take part in competitions, Paralympic (disabled) athletes must have a
valid medical certificate assessing their fitness to dance
competition. This certificate

must be issued by a sport physician.
3) Classification
a) In order to ensure a just competition, prior to competition athletes in wheelchair
and those with sight or hearing impairments need to be classified
b) Athletes who have been already classified do not need to undergo an examination, unless they ask to, because they want their classification being changed
if their limitations have become more severe.
c) Athletes in wheelchair can be classified as either 1 class or 2 class, following
an examination of their functional abilities (through specific tests) in relation to
dance. A special commission carries out the assessment
d) The sight or hearing impaired athletes are classified as B1(complete or very
severe blindness or deafness) if they have a certification stating a disability degree
which entitles to be granted a pension; otherwise, they are classified as B2.
4) Dance performance
a) Competition units: Solo, Couple and Team
b) Music shall last from 1'30” to 10 '.
c) Assessment system: technical-artistic scoring (scoring for skating will include
artistic execution, the use of space, the integration between the disabled dancer
and the able-bodied one, technical skills).
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d) The following dance styles are allowed:
• Contemporary
• Dance theatre
• Modern (all styles); –hip hop, break dance, street dance, urban dance (all languages);
• Special show (mix of different styles).
5) Categories and unified classes.
6) Dress code: free, but proper and decorous
7) Disabled team members may have limitations of different kinds and shall
account for at least 10% of members
8) Couple of same-sex athletes are also allowed
9) Jury:
a) Jury must be made up of an odd number of members
b) Jury must be balanced as to gender.
10) Evaluation of the competition performances:
The jury will rate exhibitions from 1 to 10 depending on the following criteria:
a) Choreography: distribution of figures and moves in the dance.
b) Use of space
c) Costumes
d) Technical level: execution of moves in line with technique, execution of figures,
lifts and technical moves (attitude, elegance, carriage, speed of execution, balance).
e) Musicality: coherence and execution according to music rhythm.
f) Interpretation: musical and gestural interpretation, coherence with the theme
proposed, meaning and conveying of emotions.
11) Scores are summed up and the total (Max 40 scores) determines the ranking order.
12) The decision of the jury and the prize awarding are final and not appea35
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lable.
13) All music kinds are allowed (provided there are no offences to decency).
14) Percussion instruments are also allowed in the performance.
15) In case of group composed by IRD athletes only, the instructor is allowed
to use the voice or a music instrument to guide the performance for up to
50% of time duration.
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Presentation
Fencing is a sport discipline
based on offence and defence
through a weapon. It comprises
three specialties: Foil, épée
and sabre.
Each specialty has its own characteristics and rules. This
sport has an Olympic circuit
and also a Para-Olympic one
that foresees the same rules
and techniques, adapted to the statics of offence in wheelchairs.
Wheelchair fencing is only performed by athletes with physical disabilities (amputees, paraplegic, quadriplegic, poliomyelitic, hemiplegic athletes and athletes with
mild spasticity). The use of weapons does not allow individuals with mental deficits
to perform fencing.
On the base of their disability, athletes are divided into three functional categories,
corresponding to three medical classes:
1. C Category: class 1a\1b
2. B Category: class 2
3. A Category: class 3-4
C Category
Class 1a: athletes with no sitting balance, presenting a handicapped arm, no efficient elbow extension, no residual hand function/holding power. The weapon must
be fixed to the hand with a bandage;
Class 1b: athletes with no sitting balance, with sufficient elbow extension but poor
flexure (bending) of fingers, thus the weapon must be fixed to the hand with a bandage;
B Category
Class 2: athletes with low sitting balance and normally fencing arm;
A Category
Class 3: athletes with good sitting balance although without support of legs, with
normally fencing arm;
Class 4: athletes with good sitting balance, with active support of legs, with normally fencing arm.
Besides normal circuits of federal competitions, some particular competitions in37
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tegrate wheelchair fencing and “standing” fencing. Integrated competition thus
allow able-bodied athletes be seated in a wheelchair and fight against disabled
athletes in a context of competitive spirit, passion, equality and sharing make sport
a means of integration and cohesion.
Why is an integrated competition important?
Besides technical aspects, cultural and social advantages of integration on the
piste should not be underestimated.
An able-bodied athlete who sits in the wheelchair is sharing the handicap with
his/her opponent and also shares a point of view of reality which is new to him/her.
On the piste and during the assault the disability concept vanishes, replaced by
competition and competitive spirit. The able-bodied athlete must face a competitor
who can defeat him/her, a competitor who is possibly better at hitting in the specific
conditions. While embarrassment and pity are quite frequent feelings in front of
an individual with disability, competition makes one fear and –above all- respect
the competitor, thus there will be neither feelings of embarrassment nor pity. Instead, the able-bodied athlete will seek to do his/her best to defeat the competitor.
Integration on the piste allows a very deep cultural exchange, sharing difficulties
will lead to sharing things also outside the gym and in other social contexts.
When a wheel-chair-user athlete fences with an able-bodied athlete, he/she is facing a competitor who deliberately shares his/her same physical difficulties once
sitting in the wheelchair. Thus the competition is between two evenly matched
fencers. The best one will win, the one who proves higher technical or physical
skills, or the one who does better in the assault, regardless of he/she being abledbodied or differently-abled. The relationship between the two fencers is sincere,
each one tries to overcome the other with grit and determination. That is exactly
the attitude sought and appreciated by those disabled individuals who have come
to term with their conditions: they want to be treated without favours and discounts
because of their disability.
This is the great value of sport: it levels differences and enhances passion and
commitment, two qualities which do not have, nor will ever have, any kind of disability.
Foil integrated team competition
On the basis of the number of participants, two or more mixed teams will be made
up, composed of both disabled and non-disabled athletes. They will all be sitting
on wheelchairs to compete for victory in single assaults of 5 thrusts, each lasting
3 minutes. The winning team is the one which obtains the higher number of victories.
According to the number of teams formed, organizers will decide whether there
are direct eliminations (example: two teams fight for the first place in a sole assault) or legs, in case of four participating teams; in legs, each team will fight all
the other ones, then a knockout phase will follow; in the end, there will be the final
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encounter, with matches being determined by scores obtained in legs (example:
the team with the best score after the legs will face the one with the worst score).
Also a fight between third and fourth placement is foreseen.
In matching fencers for the assaults, no distinction is made between males and
females, thus a man and a woman might fight against one another. Instead, attention will be paid to disability categories, assuring that encounters will be between athletes with the same abilities.
At the end of the competition, a prize will be awarded to teams in first, second and
third placement, while all participants will receive a participation medal.
During the entire event, there will be the possibility to perform free assaults of 5,
10 or 15 touches to guarantee the maximum participation in barriers-free sport.
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Presentation
Games and competitions are
based on the principle of integration of the athlete with a disability and the “able-bodied”
athlete by creating technical
handicaps for athletes who are
particularly skilled in archery.

Technical rules
1. Before the exhibition/competition starts, both disabled
and non-disabled athletes will
be rated on a 1-10 ranking scale according to their specific skills in archery.
2. Although it must be taken into account that some disabled athletes may be capable of high-level performance, as a principle, rates from 1 to 5 are for disabled
athletes and rates from 6 to 10 are for abled-bodied athletes; the rate will determine some adjustments as to:
a. Distance of target
b. Type and size of target
c. Handicaps or facilitations while shooting
3. Only team competitions are foreseen, not individual ones.
4. A team is made up of two or more athletes; a team must include an appropriate
number of disabled and of “able-bodied” athletes.
5. Both physical and intellectual disabilities are allowed, provided each athlete is
autonomous in moving in the competition field and in using the necessary equipment and provided that he/she can do so while at the same time ensuring safety
for himself/herself and for third party.
6. Equipment will approximately have the following characteristics:
a. A school bow- weight not over 22 pounds, bow length according to archer's
draw length without sight (bare-bow).
b. Finger tab, arm guard, quiver and arrows 16/16 of standard length, bow holder.
7. On the shooting field athletes will wear sport clothes.
8. For any issue not included in these norms, please refer to organizing committee.
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Technical activity
[A] stands for the disabled athlete (IRD= with intellectual and/or relational disabilities; with motor disability, etc.); [B] stands for the able-bodied athlete.
PROPOSAL OF ACTIVITIES - COUPLE COMPETITION
ACTIVITY/COMPETITION No. 1 – “La Rosata pattern”
a) Both [A] + [B] shoot 3 arrows alternatively, for a total of 6 arrows for each turn.
b) Each couple shoots three turns.
c) Each couple has a target butt.
d) The target butt has a target of 122.
e) All athletes line up on the same shooting line.
f) For each couple of archers, the distance of the target butt is chosen according
the skill rate of [A]. As a principle, athlete rated 1 will shoot from a 4-meter distance;
the target distance will increase of 1 meter by each higher rate.
g) The [A] archer shoots first; he/she will try and shoot the arrows as close as possible to one another in whatever part of the target;
h) The second archer ([B]) tries and shoots his/her arrows as close as possible to
the arrows shot by his/her mate, so that the final perimeter of the pattern formed
by the arrows is the shortest.
i) The perimeter of the final pattern is then measured using a tape measure; in
measuring the perimeter, the arrow considered the least favourable by the team
is not included.
j) If an arrow is shot outside the target, then it is considered the least favourable.
k) If more than one arrow is shot outside the target, only one is considered the
least favourable and will not be considered, while the others will be inserted in the
most distant positions on the target and considered for measuring the perimeter.
l) The couple who, after the three turns, totals the lowest sum of the three perimeters is the winner of the competition “La rosata pattern”
m) In case of parity, a further play off turn is shot in order to determine the winners.
ACTIVITY/COMPETITION No. 2 – “Shooting at the flag”
a) It is a couple competition, with [A] +and [B] shooting 3 arrows alternatively for
a total of 6 arrows for each turn.
b) In total, each couple shoots three turns.
c) Each couple has a target butt.
d) All athletes line up on the same shooting line.
e) For each couple of archers, the distance of the target butt is chosen according
the skill rate of [A]. As a principle, athlete rated 1 will shoot from a 4-meter distance;
the target distance will increase of 1 meter by each higher rate.
f) The target butt will endorse a target face of 122; on target blue band there shall
be three air balloons (diameter 20-25 cm), rotated by 120°, of the three colours of
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the Italian flag: green, white and red.
g) [A] shoots first and he/she will score 10 point for each balloon he/she blows up
(maximum score: 30).
h) The second to shoot is [B]; he/she will aim at the balloons left (not blown up by
[A]), scoring 5 points for each balloon he/she blows up (maximum score: 15).
i) The winner is the couple which totals the highest score summing up the scores
of the three turns; the couple will be declared the winner of “Shooting at the flag”.
j) In case of parity, the winner will be the couple which has used less arrows during
the competition.
ACTIVITY/COMPETITIONS No. 3 – TEAM GAME
a) This competition is a team one and the team is made up of some athletes with
disabilities [A] and an “able-bodied” athlete [B]
b) The team is formed by 4 athletes who can be male or female.
c) Each athlete shoots 3 arrows for each turn.
d) Overall, there are three turns for each team.
e) Each team has a target butt placed at 8-meter distance.
f) All athletes shall be on the same shooting line.
g) Each target butt will have two targets: a 80-cm target for [A] athletes and a 20cm one for the [B] athlete.
h) For [A] athletes, scores made on the 80 cm target (from 1 to 10) will be calculated on the basis of the athlete' skills rate according to the following multipliers:

l) For [B] athletes, scores actually totalled on the 20 cm target (from 1 to10) will be
considered.
m) The winner is the team which totals the highest score calculated by summing
up the single scores of all team members.
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Technical programme and
competition format
1) Team competitions are foreseen.
2) Each team contest is articulated in three matches (shortened Davis formula), two singles
ones and a double one.
3) Games are disputed in the
following order: first singles
match, second singles match,
double match.
4) The contest finishes after the three matches.
5) The winning team is the one which wins at least two out of three matches (however, all the three matches must be played).
6) A team has to present two athletes for the singular matches and for the double
match.
7) Competitions will be held using the following mixed format:
• The initial phase will have Italian legs (with several participating teams) with
first encounters only
• The final phase foresees board and knockout competition.
8) After the initial phase with Italian legs, the first two top teams in ranking order
of each leg pass to the board and knockout competition.
9) The other teams play against the others in the same rank of the different legs
in order to establish the final ranking order.
10) The tournament winner is the team which ranks first in the board and knockout
competition.
Due to special needs, the organizers may establish a different tournament format.
TEAMS
1) A team is made up of at least two athletes (an able-bodied one and a disabled
one).
2) Participation: the admission of teams is established by the competent Commission.
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENTS
1) Contests are held using regulation balls and tables. Regulation rackets shall be
used (please refer to the list of equipment homologated by ITTF).
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BASIC RULES
1) Each match is won at best of 5 games.
2) When an athlete wins 3 games out of 5, the match is over.
3) A game is won at best of 11 points;
4) If both players score 10 points, the game shall be over when one player gains
a 2-point lead (examples: 12-10, 13-11, 14-12, 15-13, etc.). Only in case of legs,
due to organizational reasons, matches can be played at the best of 3 games.
Competition shall be held in conformity with the Technical Rules approved by a
National Federation of Table Tennis or equivalent body.
If there are players in wheelchair, in doubles matches the rules of changing the
receiver is not applied.
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Regulations for refereeing
1) The regulations of the International Judo Federation with
adaptations by the IBSA shall
apply.
2) In judo encounters there will
always be one referee and two
judges; judges shall take athletes from the tatami edge and
accompany them to their starting positions; when the contest
finishes, judges shall accompany athletes to the tatami
edge.
3) Two tape stripes (5 cm wide and 10 cm long) will be placed on the ground, 100
cm away from the tatami centre; one stripe will be red and the other will be white;
they will respectively mark the positions of each athlete both at the start and at
the end of the contest.
4) After initial salutation bow, athletes shall engage in the fundamental holds and
the referee shall announce the start of the contest.
Distinctive marks on Judogi
Athletes classified as B1 (blind) must wear a red mark on the outer part of both
sleeves; this must be 7 cm in diameter and must be placed around 15 cm below
the shoulder; if the athlete is also deaf, he/she must wear a blue mark on the back
of his/her Judogi jacket, at the right shoulder height; this must be of 7cm diameter.
This is for applying the special referring rules.
Announcements by the referee
Every time the referee assigns a score, besides the conventional sign as established by the regulations, he/she shall also announce “ao” (blue) or “shiro” (white).
If the athlete is deaf, the referee shall mark on his/her hand palm a K,Y,W or I (respectively: Koka, Yuko, Waza-ari, Ippon).
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